DONATION DETAILS ARE AT THE END OF THIS FILE, BUT READ MY ADDRESS FIRST, PLEASE:

Dear readers of my 9/11thology book and readers to be.
I am sorry to inform you that since I made the full version of my book available for free download at the end of
August, 2013, it was downloaded by more than 20000 (twenty thousand) people, at least a third of whom,
according to my estimation, must have read this book. P.S. it was said back in 2013, but nothing changed….
P.P.S. it is said again in July 2021 and again – nothing changed…
However, despite the book was not actually "free", but merely "free to download", and this was stated clearly in
its text, only a very few people have appreciated this step of mine.
During 4 (four) months that passed since, merely 20 people have paid for my book in one way or another. P.S.
three years has passed since, but I could add no more than another 30 people who paid for it…
P.P.S. another five years has passed in addition to the aforesaid three years, making it eight years in total, but
not too many people updated the list… may be another 50 people or so, making it like “10 people a year”.
Moreover, out of these 30, about a third were old friends of mine and people who used to donate even before
downloading the book.
That is to say that the level of appreciation of my work was incredibly, ridiculously low - below 0.01%.
P.S. I believe that with the three years passed since then, the said digit became even lower than 0.01%...
P.P.S. and it became even lower with another five years passing, in addition…
To be honest with you, even before that I knew that people were ungrateful in general, but I did not expect that
awful digit of grateful people to be only 0.01%. At the worst case I was hoping that every fifth reader would
appreciate it, or, at least - may be every tenth reader...
Look, folks, 0.01% is just a ridicule.
Are you so poor that you can't afford paying a few bucks for the book that opens your eyes in regard to the most
important perpetration of the 21st century, which is the 9/11 affair? The affair that will shape the whole century?
Well, I do believe that there are people who are poor like that (perhaps, somewhere in Darfur or in East Timor),
but not in the capitalist West where everyone has a salary of at minimum several hundreds USD, but usually - a
couple of thousands USD or more. I would like to remind you that in the West a lunch costs a few bucks, yet no
person usually misses his or her lunch on account of being "too poor". Everyone has his lunch 365 times a year,
irrespectively of whether his is "poor" or not and irrespectively of whether he is "in debt" or not. Even those who

are in debt always manage to find those few bucks to increase their debt and s o - they pay for their daily lunch.
Do you agree with this observation?
The book I am talking about is well over a thousand pages, and, with additional materials, it runs to almost a
thousand and a half. To read it will take a few weeks of continuous reading, or a few months of casual reading.
So, that means those who read it, managed to find a lot of time to read it.
But why they don't find just another couple of working hours making a few bucks for me, its author, and why
don't they find yet another hour - to find the way to transfer these few bucks for me?
Don't you realize, folks, that my book was created during working hours of mine and I would like to have some
cash for it - exactly like you do while working during the working hours of yours?
As I mentioned in the text of the book, I did not set the price - I left it entirely up to its reader. If you feel that my
book costs merely 2 dollars - just send me these 2 dollars. If you feel it costs more - send me more. But a few
bucks are what I really expect from every reader - just as would any other author expect from his or her book.
Even if you are very poor and even if you are in debt - you could easily sacrifice a couple of lunches in order to
express your gratitude for the material that requires a few weeks to read (have you ever heard of "fasting"? - it
will also make you healthier in the process of expressing your gratitude :)
I would like to remind you that I am not greedy. I am sure that "naked man comes into This world and naked he
will depart". I duly realize that I am a mortal. However, as any other mortal in This life, I need some funds to pay
for my food and living expenses (not to mention that I would like to have some extra funds to continue my
research and to create more books, as well as to translate this book to other languages). Note that I have no
salary, no pension pending my old age, no professional job, just nothing. I am a poor foreigner who lives in
Thailand where foreigners are not allowed to do any unskilled work. That is why I can not work as a construction
worker or as a dish-washer. I have no income whatsoever, except from donations and from payments for my
book.
My financial situation is so desperate, that if not a couple of old good friends of mine who sent me money t his
time, I would not be able to survive these three months and by the New Year 2014 I would become a street
beggar, while all my web sites, including this one, would disappear (have you ever heard that to host a web site
also costs something?)
Do you realize it, my dear readers? I published the most explosive book of the 21 century that was, moreover,
downloaded by over 20 thousand of eager readers, and yet, I was almost kicked out of my room (I do not rent an
"apartment", but merely a "room"; I cannot afford anything bigger) because of not being able to pay for it. Do
you find this situation normal, my dear "grateful" readers?
P.S. now my financial situation is even worse because I spent almost one year in Thai prison and this affair cost
me my last money. Now I am out but I have no money to survive AT ALL. In only one month from now I have to
urgently pay for all my domains and for web hosting services otherwise I will lose all my web sites (including
those with download links for my book) for good. That is not to mention that I will be kicked out of my room
before that because I can not afford paying the rental.
I actually was surprised that only a couple of people donated anything while I stayed in prison, despite near all
my friends and supporters, as well as readers of my book were informed that a certain “Dimitri Khalezov” was
thrown into the most comfortable Thai prison and might need some financial help just to buy some decent food
and other basic necessities (nothing if provided for free in Thai prisons, not even a mattress – if you came to the
Thai prison without money for the rest of your prison sentence you will sleep on the bare floor like a dog). That
is not to mention that I scarcely afforded to pay rental of my room while in prison, because otherwise I would
lose all my earthly possessions, in addition to losing my freedom.
Well. I do not like to complain, but I do not like the way I was treated. I was sincerely expecting some help just
because I was in prison. This is not to mention that I was sincerely expecting that at least some readers of my
book will pay for it (especially after learning that the author was in jail and in a desperate financial situation).
Nothing of my expectations came true… May be I am too naïve…

Anyway, below you could see all means you can use to send me the payment for the book (or to donate if you
wish to donate).
There is my personal bank account in one of Thai banks in Bangkok, so you could use a standard international
money transfer;
There is a way to send me a check of a foreign bank (in any currency) by a snail-mail or by a courier;
There is a way to send me cash via Western-Union system;
Moreover, you can also use the Western Union to send money not to me personally, but to my bank account (i t
is possible now from many countries, at least from Australia and from the United States – see, for example,
details here: http://www.westernunion.com/send-money-online );
There is a way to send me funds via WebMoney (electronic money);
There is a way to send me funds via Bitcoin (electronic money);
You could even place cash in an envelope (wrapping the notes up with a sheet of thick paper) and send it to my
P.O. box via the snail-mail. It sounds strange and even "illegal" to a certain extent, but it works - I received a few
donations from people in Europe and in the United States in that manner and it did not seem to be a problem wrapped cash in an ordinary envelope travels quite securely.
At the worst case, you can send me money via PayPal, since recently I was able, at last, to set up a donation
button (it was impossible before due to some restrictions).
The above also allows donating using credit cards (the donation will go from your cr edit card to my PayPal
account).
Finally, if nothing of the above works for you, and yet you wish to donate, please, contact me personally and we
will figure out the solution.
All details regarding to these modes of payment are listed at the end of this page.
Sincerely yours,
Dimitri Khalezov.
Bangkok,
26 of December 2013 (updated 29 of November 2016 and again updated 18 of November 2021).
FINALLY, HERE ARE THE ACTUAL DETAILS
for the donations/payments for the book methods:

1) by PayPal:
dkh911bkk@protonmail.com

2) by direct transfer to a bank account in Bangkok, Thailand; it is also possible to do so using web service Wise
https://wise.com:
Bank : Krung Thai Bank Public Company Limited

SWIFT Code : KRTHTHBK
Branch : Yannawa branch
ROUTING NO/ CHIPS UD : 007895

[might not be actually required]

BANK ADDRESS:
Krung Thai Bank Public Company Limited, Yannawa branch,
1674/3 Charoen Krung Road, Yannawa, Sathon, Bangkok, 10120, Thailand.
Tel.: +662211-0156, +662211-3300
Account No: 010-0-47535-3
Account Name: Mr. DMITRI KHALEZOV
(make sure to notice, that the first name in this case spells "Dmitri", without the second "i", rather
than "Dimitri")

it is also possible to transfer money in another way - using web service Wise: https://wise.com , which
allows to transfer money from your debit- or credit cards bypassing standard money remittance via SWIFT.

3) by direct money transfer to my VISA, which is possible using services of Russian banks such as Sberbank,
Tinkoff Bank, Alfa Bank, etc., by Ukrainian banks such PrivatBank etc., and by some other banks that support
this function (not sure which other banks in the world support transfers to a VISA or a MasterCard card number
rather than to a bank account number, but some Russian, Ukrainian, etc. banks in former Soviet Union
republics usually do) ; it is also possible to do so using web service Wise https://wise.com :
Number of card VISA: 4943-1290-8341-3053 (the number will be updated when this card expires)
Bank that issued card VISA: Kasikorn Bank, Thailand
Bank account number (might not be necessary): 070-2-87365-7
Name of the card holder: Mr. DMITRI KHALEZOV
(make sure to notice, that the first name in this case spells "Dmitri", without the second "i", rather
than "Dimitri")

It is also possible to directly transfer to a VISA card, as well as to a bank account in another way - using Wise
money transfer web service: https://wise.com , which allows to transfer money from your debit- or credit
cards bypassing standard money remittance via SWIFT.

4) by sending a check (in any currency, but keep in mind that nowadays Thai banks charge over 30 USD
processing fee for cashing foreign checks) to this postal address:
to: Mr. Dmitri Khalezov
P.O. Box 36
Yannawa
Bangkok
Thailand 10120
(please spell the first name in this case "Dmitri", without the second "i", rather than "Dimitri" - both for the
check and for the address.)

5) by sending cash in an ordinary envelope to the above-mentioned postal address. Please, make sure to wrap
up the banknotes into one-two sheets of paper, and also enclose some e-mail address or other contact detail,
so that I could confirm receiving your money and could send back my thanks.

6) by Bitcoin (a modern crypto-currency system):
My Bitcoin wallets:
for payments for the "9/11thology" book:

1MrMxM2QNna36wTaSKkYrYLqLtGTEe5XBL

for donations:

1L4VE5ED5k1RS56i9wg4QDE3ehurHFNz3F

7) by another crypto-currency system, called Ethereum:
My Ethereum wallet:

0x70da654290deb8af95efb14490680b04df7cbaf5

8) by Russia-based WebMoney system (Russian analogue to PayPal):
WebMoney on www.webmoney.ru/eng/
My personal Web Money "purses":
Z285632610819 (USD)
R384502243216 (Russian rubles)
Please, DO NOT use any "confirmation / authorization" option if you wish to donate money via the WebMoney
system and, please, do not specify such a transfer as a "donation", but merely as a "payment for book" or a
"payment for video".

9) by PromptPay (only if from inside Thailand, or from Singapore via PromptPay link with Singapore's
PayNow):

PromptPay via phone number: 081 133 36 44

10) via DonatePay service (allows to conveniently donate using debit- or credit cards, and via some other
means, but charging about 7% of commission):
https://new.donatepay.ru/@874490 ,
however, due to a big commission charged by DonatePay service, it is preferable not to use it, unless no other
means among listed above are suitable.

11) by transfer via Western Union to:
NOTE: you can also use the Western Union as an option to send money to my bank account rather than to me
personally. It is possible now from many countries (at least, as far as I know, it is possible from Australia, from

UK, from the United States, and, possibly from some EU countries – see details here:
http://www.westernunion.com/send-money-online ); it is also likely possible via using Western Union (WU)
money transfer app for smartphones; my bank accounts for that reason is the same as the ones mentioned
above in the Clauses 2 or 3.
If you use the above option, the Western Union will not disturb me with manual receiving of the money so
transferred, but would simply place them on my local bank account, which is very convenient. Otherwise, it is
possible to send them to my personally, rather than to my bank account, as follows:
Mr. Dmitri Khalezov, Bangkok, Thailand.
(again "Dmitri" without the second "i"; first name goes first, surname – goes second)
If Western Union for some reason demands my street address, here it is:
Dmitri Khalezov, 333, Soi 40, Phahonyothin Rd, Senanikom, Chatuechak,
Bangkok 10900, Thailand.
(please, do not send me letters there, because they are likely to be lost;
send them, instead, to my mail-box mentioned below in Clause 4).
After the transfer, please, make sure to send an SMS with
these details regarding the Western Union transfer:
1) MTCN (Money Transfer Control Number);
2) FULL name of the sender;
3) country the money was sent from;
4) currency type;
5) the amount transferred
to this mobile phone: +66812492233, and repeat this info
once again to this e-mail: donate(АТ)911thology.com
PLEASE, make sure to send it via both - the SMS and the e-mail, otherwise, there is a risk I will miss your
payment or donation.

My contact details could always be found on the contacts page of my 911thology.com website:
http://www.911thology.com/contact_details1.html
Note: unfortunately, the CipherWall system is temporarily unavailable due to some problems in Ukraine (its
server was located there). But hopefully, it will be re-launched soon. I will additionally inform you of this.
I will be more than glad to accept payments via credit cards, because it is the most common means of payment,
but I have no idea how to set up such a system (apparently, I must have a so-called "merchant account", but it
is a bit complicated for an individual to set up; moreover, I have no funds to afford such a setup in the first
instance). Thus, if anyone wishes to help me to organize a solution of accepting payments via credit cards, such
help would be highly appreciated.

Thank you in advance for your kind payment for my book and for your kind donations.
Sincerely yours,

Dimitri Khalezov.
Bangkok,
May 29, 2015.
(updated November 29, 2016, updated again November 18, 2021)

